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The facilities we offer are varied and cater 
for children from birth to 5 including:

• Activity room with daily activities such as  
 messy play, crafting, water play,   
 sandwich making.
• Screening room showing films and TV
• Baby sensory room – a dark room with a  
 toddler gate on the door, cushions to sit  
 on and coloured lights and tactile toys to  
 awaken the senses or to chill out.
• Crèche to drop your small one off for up  
 to 2 hours.

• Classes/workshops including baby   
 sensory, baby signing, baby massage  
 and yoga and pregnancy yoga.
• Treatment room offering massage,   
 manicure, pedicures and discounted rates  
 on package bookings.
• Breastfeeding counsellor every Monday
• Sleep clinic every Wednesday
• Wonderful, friendly staff who will do their  
 utmost to help and look after you.
• We hold parties including pamper parties,  
 and parties for the slightly older child.

What is the secretgarden?
The Secret Garden is at 10 Sun Street in Hitchin on the 
first floor of a beautiful old building. We have a lift to 
get your buggy up the stairs. Once up you will discover 
a clean, safe, friendly play area which is themed as an 
indoor park. The large play area is astro turfed with 
wooden trees, sit on toys, play houses, dressing up 
clothes toys and books and different areas for children 
to explore, play and use their imagination in an 
unstructured, free environment.

holidays. As well as summer classes from Hartbeeps. So come along and join 

Our mission
We know that life is hard being a mummy. Everything changes. Suddenly you know 
nothing but need to know everything. You bear the extraordinary responsibility for the 
survival of another little human. You sink to depths you didn’t know were possible and 
and soar higher than you ever have before. “You learn so much about yourself and you 
realise you are quite literally a wonderwoman.” Life is hard being a daddy and a 
grandparent too.

We believe that there should be a place where new mums and parents/ grandparents/ 
anyone with a little one can come and be free and relaxed while they navigate the 
early years and where they can meet others in a similar situation and share and 
support each other.

We also believe that good coffee is an essential part of being a parent. You sacrifice 
more for your little person than you ever have or probably will for anyone else ever, our 
mission is to help the journey be a little easier.

10 Sun Street, Hitchin, SG5 1AE Tel: 01462 454908 email:  secretgardenpopup@gmail.com
Facebook: secretgardenpopup  Twitter: SGardenHitchin  www.secretgardenhitchin.co.uk
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We have lots of FREE AUTUMN activities planned for the new term. As well classes
from Signing Babies, Baby Sensory and Hartbeeps. So come along and join in on the fun.

01462 337531
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Laura & Matt

Herts Balance Magazine

info@hertsbalance.com

www.hertsbalance.com

Welcome

@hertsbalance @HertsBalance

As the summer comes to an end we welcome you to our second edition of Herts Balance magazine. 

We have been delighted by the overwhelming support we have received for publishing this 

new and exciting magazine and are thrilled that our mission to share thought provoking and 

socially aware subject matter is resonating with so many of you.

The Big Story this issue looks at mental health. In particular depression and postnatal depression. This 

is a very personal topic for us and we hope that the message we deliver throughout each of the four articles 

can help someone who may be suffering to reach out for help. 

We also find out what it’s like to be a Hearing Dog puppy, discover Berkhamsted’s fascinating past and 

learn mouthwatering recipes along with the best wines to compliment them. 

Please give us your feedback, follow us on Twitter and like us on Facebook! 
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Wych Elms in the 
village of  Knebworth

Lady Edith Lytton (Lady in Waiting to Queen Victoria) 

Temple Dinsley, now home to Princess Helena College.

Homewood in the village of  Knebworth, built 1901
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He is considered by many to be Britain’s 

greatest architect whose designs have ranged 

from cottages to castles and bridges to war 

memorials. Probably best known for his design of The 

Cenotaph in Whitehall, London and the vast complex 

of buildings in New Delhi, India. What may not be so 

well known is his association with Hertfordshire and the 

varied buildings both large and small that he designed 

in the County.

Lutyens studied architecture at Kensington School 

of Art in London and shortly after leaving was 

introduced to Gertrude Jekyll, twenty six years his 

senior, who was already an established garden designer 

and horticulturist. One of his earliest commissions 

was to design Gertrude's home, Munstead Wood in 

Godalming, Surrey (1896). So began a professional 

partnership that was to establish Lutyens as the pre-

eminent designer of country homes and cottages for 

wealthy Edwardian families. The ultimate status symbol 

in those days was to have a Lutyens designed house with 

a Gertrude Jekyll designed garden. Gertrude introduced 

Lutyens to wealthy banker and country gentleman Mark 

Fenwick who commissioned him to enlarge his home 

Abbotswood at Stow-on-the-Wold, Gloucestershire. 

Pleased with his work Fenwick recommended him to 

his cousin Herbert Fenwick who had recently purchased 

a mansion house called Temple Dinsley in the village of 

Preston just south of Hitchin. Herbert wanted to enlarge 

the house and Lutyens drew up plans to achieve this. 

Over the next five years he worked on further properties 

purchased by Fenwick in the Preston area. Notably the 

building of Hill House at Langley for Herbert’s wife 

Violet. Temple Dinsley in now home to Princess Helena 

College an Independent School for Girls.

Lutyens most tangible association with Hertfordshire 

came as a result of his marriage to the first Earl Lytton’s 

daughter Lady Emily Bulwer-Lytton at Knebworth 

House, their ancestral home, in 1897. He carried out 

work to the inside of the house and remodelled the 

gardens in 1908. Following the first Earl’s death in 1891 

his widow, the Dowager Lady Lytton, requested a new 

home to be built for herself.

Lutyens designed a substantial 8 bedroom property 

(grade II listed) set in 7 acres called Homewood in the 

village of Knebworth. He designed further houses in 

the village for the Lytton Estate, namely Wych Elms, 

Hillcroft, Beacon House and Bramble Bank which were 

to form part of his grand design for a garden village. The 

village church of St Martin's was built to a design of his 

from 1911 with work commencing in 1914.

The amount and variety of Lutyens work is staggering 

and encompasses the globe and would be enough to fill 

two lifetimes. A true genius in his field and worthy of 

the accolade of Britain’s greatest architect.

Original architectural drawings of  Homewood 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
HERITAGE
SIR EDWIN LANDSEER LUTYENS 
1869-1944
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A day in the life of  a 
 Hearing Dog Puppy 
Many of us are familiar with seeing Guide Dogs for 

the blind and partially sighted on our streets and 

in other public places but perhaps not so familiar 

are Hearing Dogs for the Deaf. Hearing Dogs for the Deaf are 

part of ADUK (Assistance Dogs UK) and alert deaf people to 

important sounds and danger signals, provide independence, 

confidence and companionship to those who are lucky 

enough to receive them.

From eight weeks of age to around 16 months old, hearing 

dog puppies stay with a volunteer, called a puppy socialiser. 

Puppies will receive most of their obedience training from 

their puppy socialising volunteer and attend regular training sessions. 

Who better to explain what this training involves than a local hearing dog puppy!

07:00 The alarm sounds and I hear 

mum (my socialiser) groan and throw her 

dressing gown on to come down stairs 

and let us out, hugs and kisses from all of 

us is the order of the day. 

Did I not say? There are 3 of us 

housemates, Bonnie an 11-year-old 

Retriever, Harley a 9-year-old Labrador 

and me Robyn also a Labrador, and at the 

time of writing this I am 11 months old.

07:30 We have a drink and some 

breakfast and then the alarm goes off, 

dads awake, we rush upstairs and sit by 

the bed waiting in anticipation for our 

early morning treat. We Labradors tend 

to drool when excited about food, even a 

biscuit. Dad gives a despairing moan and 

mutters something about being drowned 

as he passes us each a biscuit. 

Some of you reading this will think, dogs 

upstairs and biscuits? Well it’s all training. 

I now know if the alarm goes, I need to 

go upstairs. Further training will show 

me how to wake my recipient up gently, as 

occasionally, excitement overtakes me and 

I jump on dad. Further training needed!

09:00 Mum gets ready. I lay at the top 

of the stairs sometimes while mum has a 

shower, on occasions she has been known 

to gently lift me up and put me in the 

shower too. Not sure about that! Then I 

sit with her while she dries her hair with 

the hair dryer and sometimes I fall asleep. 

I need to sleep in different locations and 

so I have one bed downstairs and one 

upstairs by mums bed in case my recipient 

needs to be alerted at night to a fire alarm.

09:45 Off out! We excitedly go to the 

woods and fields to get rid of some of that 

excess energy, we meet old friends and new, 

play ball and when the streams and puddles 

are full, get smelly and muddy. Ahh hard life 

being a dog! I’m not an ordinary dog you 

know, I’m a puppy and I am in training, it 

says so on my coat, I’m being trained to help 

people who cannot hear.

11:00 Back home and mum does the 

house work, I need to get used to all the 

things in a normal house, and a few not 

so normal. I learn not to be afraid of the 

washing machine when it's overloaded 

and bangs, the ironing board going up 

and down and the puffs of steam and 

hissing that the iron makes. 

I need to realise that birds and frogs in 

the garden are OK and not to be chased, 

and that flowers are not to be eaten as 

they can be poisonous, although I am 

partial to grass on a lazy afternoon in the 

sunshine. I like to sit with mum when she 

is doing things in the garden and help by 

picking up twigs, taking them indoors 

and chewing them on the carpet, for 

some reason mum looks flustered and 

mutters, then picks up the twigs and puts 

them in the bin.
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I follow mum around when she hoovers 

and polishes and then a well-deserved 

rest. Did you know that dogs can sleep 

for up to 12 – 14 hours a day? 

12:00 Off to the shops!

We start off at one of my favourite stores, 

I need to learn not to sniff or eat food off 

the shelves, to walk nicely by the trolley 

and to be stroked rather a lot by the 

customers, many of which are children. 

The manager is a great fan of mine and 

cannot resist a cuddle, and lots of the staff 

love to see how I’m doing and remember 

the two hearing dogs that were before 

me, Tinker who is a fully trained Hearing 

Dog and Venus who is with a lovely family 

with 3 children and is what they term a 

"brood bitch", making puppies for future 

deaf people. She will only have a certain 

number of litters and will then remain a 

family pet.

Anyway, back to shopping. 

We then go to the optician’s as mum 

needs her eyes tested. I sit in with her, the 

lights go on and off and the chair swivels 

and the man asks mum to read the board, 

I get cuddles there too. 

Then to our local market, mum likes 

to take me to the butchers (oohhh its 

sooo tempting) and around the stalls. We 

look at motorised chairs for the disabled 

because sometimes Hearing Dogs are dual 

purpose, that means we might be with 

someone who is further disabled as well 

as deaf. 

14:30 Back in the car and home for 

another rest.

15:30 Off to weekly training. There are 

usually about 4 or 5 puppies to each class 

dependant on age and level we are at. I 

sometimes see my sister Roxy, we are not 

allowed to play in class, but do say hello 

and settle (that means concentrate on the 

job at hand). It’s not all work, sometimes 

Roxy and I get to class early and we have 

a rough and tumble with each other in 

the local field or a chat and play after class 

about how things are going.

All us Hearing Dogs have a trainer for 

Hertfordshire and some of Bedfordshire, 

ours is Joanne. She helps mum train 

me, assesses how I’m doing, and decides 

what career might be best for me. At the 

moment it's thought that I might be a 

hearing dog for a child or a brood bitch 

like Venus, the aim is get me to a certain 

standard before sending me for final 

specialist training to become a hearing 

dog. If mum has a problem she talks to 

Joanne and decides how best to deal with 

it, after all each dog is like a child, we are 

all different with different needs. Joanne 

also provides my flea and worming tablets 

and any other essentials like new collars, 

leads etc.

17:00 After training mum takes me for 

another gentle walk around the wood and 

then home.

There are times when I go to work with 

my mum, she works in a carpet shop in 

Old Stevenage, (in times gone by it used 

to be a butcher’s shop called Shepherds 

but that’s a different story) I can’t wait to 

go, mum puts on my coat and I jump in 

the car. We go to work and I sit and wait 

patiently while she opens and prepares 

the shop, then we go back out to another 

favourite shop of mine. Oh I love to 

wander around it they all know me by 

name and ask how I’m doing. We go to 

the meat counter and mum occasionally 

gets me a beef rib, pampered dog or what! 

She gets her coffee and we go back to 

work. I rush upstairs and get eagerly on my 

mat as mum unwraps my treat, breakfast 

finished its work time, I have learnt that 

if the buzzer in the shop goes that mum 

goes downstairs to the customer and I 

must stay on the mat until her return.

If a customer comes 

upstairs to pay I am only 

allowed to say hello if 

mum thinks it is alright 

to do so. I must admit 

that at times if she has 

been a while I lay at the 

top of the landing and 

hang over the top stair 

and wag my tail when 

she comes up the 

stairs because I get a 

kiss and cuddle for being so good.

Mum and I sometimes meet up with 

other volunteers to do charity collections 

at shops and garden centres, we also do 

talks to different organisations so we 

are very busy but it’s fun too and I meet 

people of all ages, gender and race. 

I also go to special events. In May this 

year I was privileged to demonstrate in 

front of HRH Princess 

Anne, you can only see my bottom in the 

picture but it’s a nice picture of princess 

Anne though.

Soon I will leave my mum and go off to 

continue my life with someone who will 

rely on me to give them both physical and 

emotional support. People ask how my 

mum copes handing me over to my new 
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recipient she explains that all children leave the nest, it’s 

not easy, but you know that they are equipped with all that 

you can give them and that the recipient, whoever they 

may be, will need me more than she does. That does not 

stop the feeling of loss and the love that she will always feel 

for me or the wonderful memories that we have.

Some frequently asked questions:

Q. How old are the puppies when you get them? 

A. 8 weeks normally, but sometimes the puppy can be 

older.

Q. How long does it take to train them? 

A. It depends on the dog and what its final vocation, 

anything up to 18 month onwards.

Q. Is it a full time job? 

A. Not necessarily. You can foster dogs when carers are 

on holiday or unwell etc.

Q. Where can I go with a Hearing Dog 

A. Most places shops and restaurants.

Look on ADUK (Assistance Dogs UK) it encompasses 7 

charities, people dealing with the public should be aware of this 

information.

Q. If we have children, cats and/or dogs can I still have a 

Hearing Dog? 

A. Normally this is not a problem, but the charity will come 

and see you. It can in fact be a benefit as the dog gets used to 

living with a family.

Q. Can we help in other ways? 

A. Yes, the charity always needs volunteers, whether looking 

after the dogs, or spreading the word through talks about 

Deafness and the charity to collecting at events.

Why not try before you buy into the job, The Grange, Wycombe 

Road, Saunderton, Princes Risborough, Buckinghamshire, 

HP27 9NS. Tel. 01844 348100. On Thursdays they have open 

days, you need to book but you can see how the charity works 

and also have tea and cake in the restaurant.

For more information visit www.hearingdogs.org.uk

A note from my mum…
In my working life of 40 years I have finally found a job that brings me pleasure as well as pain but in a way that makes me feel I have the best job in the world. I make friends, get a great sense of pride and satisfaction, I hear sad stories and wonderful stories from the people I meet, each one different. Robyn has made a difference to my life, she brings smiles and occasionally glares of disapproval as not everyone loves animals like I do and that’s OK. 

I have tinnitus and like 1 in 6 of the UK population I am losing my hearing, I am scared that when Robyn goes I will lose my confidence, my friend and my support, even though I have two other dogs. But that’s for another day, today I am privileged to work for a charity that makes a difference.
I didn’t realise until this moment that in helping her to become the best she can be that I was in fact helping myself.
Marina. 



50% OFF FOR GRANDPARENTS*
2 October - Celebrate Grandparents’ Day with us

MISCHIEF AND MAYHEM  
22 - 30 October  - Join in the  
spooky fun this half term  
with our creepy  
critters! 

lvfarms.co.uk

AUTUMN ACTIVITIES
at Lee Valley Park Farms

Stubbins Hall Lane, 
Waltham Abbey, 
Essex EN9 2EF

 Tractor rides  Falconry displays  Play areas  
Meerkat feeding time  Toboggan run and more!

Book online  
and get  
10% off

*T&Cs apply

Dance Classes
For boys & girls, 3 months to 5 years
Tappy Toes was designed to really get little ones moving. 

It’s an active, energetic dance class focusing on:

★Motor skills   ★social skills   ★musicality
★co-ordination   ★confidence   ★posture

www.tappytoes.com
call us on 01992 265 306

PAUL DANAN

Actor
Presenter

Drama Facilitator

PAUL DANAN
Drama Club

At Paul Danan's Drama Club
we offer small class numbers
held by Paul Danan himself.

Whilst broadening your
child's horizons and building

confidence they will form
new friendships and feel

empowered.

Every Tuesday Evening
St Andrew's Centre

Hertford

Get involved by contacting
07768 697 307

Paul.Danan@hotmail.co.uk
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PUPILS and teachers across Hertfordshire are being urged 

to unite with schools across the UK and Stand Up To 

Cancer.

Teachers are being encouraged to sign up now for their free 

fundraising pack to support Stand Up To Cancer, a joint 

fundraising campaign from Cancer Research UK and Channel 4.

Launched in the UK in 2012, Stand Up To Cancer has 

already raised more than £25million to fund translational 

research, accelerating progress in cancer research and speeding 

up breakthroughs from labs to patients.

Stand Up To Cancer is supported by a host of celebrities 

including Davina McCall, Alan Carr, TV chef Simon Rimmer, 

former Pussycat Doll Kimberly Wyatt and Made in Chelsea star 

Jamie Laing.

This year’s campaign culminates on Friday 21 October with a 

night of live TV on Channel 4 led by the brightest stars in film, 

TV and music.

Every day, around 89 people are diagnosed with cancer in 

the East of England. By joining Stand Up To Cancer, pupils 

and teachers will be coming together with celebrities, doctors, 

nurses and scientists to generate funds, raise awareness and help 

accelerate life-saving research.

There are lots of ways for schools to get involved - from 

organising non-uniform days and selling special wristbands to 

setting fundraising challenges.

The fundraising pack includes everything schools need 

- including specially designed lesson plans, materials and 

fundraising ideas.

TV presenter Kirstie Allsopp supports Stand Up To Cancer 

and last year visited schools taking part in the fundraising. Now, 

she is urging everyone in Herts to get involved.

Kirstie said: “Stand Up To Cancer is a cause that’s very close 

to my heart, as I lost my mum and other family members to this 

dreadful disease. That’s why I’m asking everyone to join me and 

make a stand.

“We need to raise funds to give cancer research the boost it 

needs to help develop treatments more quickly and save more 

lives. This is an opportunity to join a collective force of millions 

in the fight against cancer. I know that schools in Hertfordshire 

are up to the challenge.”

All the money raised for Stand Up To Cancer will fund 

translational research. This takes developments in the lab and 

transforms them into brand new tests and treatments for cancer 

patients.

Jenny Makin, Cancer Research UK’s spokesperson for 

Hertfordshire, said: “One in two people will develop cancer at 

PUPILS URGED TO
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some point in their lifetime but our fight against this disease is 

at a turning point.

Thanks to advances in knowledge, technology and ground-

breaking research, more people in the UK are surviving than 

ever before.

“Stand Up To Cancer aims to accelerate the translation of 

brilliant scientific discoveries into innovative cancer medicine, 

tests and treatments. Every pound raised will help to support 

this progress and save more lives.

“Thousands of pupils and teachers have already joined the 

movement to Stand Up To Cancer and we want this year to be 

bigger and better than ever. We’re urging schools to join us.”

For more information and to get a free fundraising pack visit

www.standuptocancer.org.uk/schools

How can your school get involved?

Schools are invited to stand up in the fight against cancer and 

choose their fundraising challenge:

• NON-UNIFORM DAY - Help fundraise for Stand Up To 

Cancer by swapping your uniform for your own clothes or 

why not dress head-to-toe in orange for the day. The choice 

is yours, so dress to impress!

• STAND UP AND SELL BANDS - Boost your fundraising 

by ordering a box of specially-designed Stand Up To Cancer 

wristbands and sell them around the school.

• STAND UP FOR A LAUGH - Host an open mic comedy 

competition and ask people to pay to watch. The funniest 

act wins!

• HUMAN WALL - Invite teachers and pupils to come 

together to link arms and stand united in a ‘human wall’ 

around the school.

• STEP UP TO STAND UP - Set yourself a school pedometer 

challenge, whether it’s 3k, 5k or 10k steps. Get sponsored 

by the number of steps or by the mile and challenge your 

friends to take part.

• STAND UP FOR ONE DAY - Rise to your feet and get 

sponsored to stand all day - so that means no chairs in class, 

no sitting on the desks at break-time and no grabbing a 

bench at lunch.

For a free fundraising kit, please visit   
www.standuptocancer.org.uk/schools
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Our brain is by far the most 

complex organ we have, 

weighing around 3 lbs and 

made up by 75% water it makes us who we 

are. All of our thoughts, hopes and dreams 

come from this mass of nervous tissue but 

strangely it's the one we still know least 

about. With around one in every four of 

us in the UK suffering with mental health 

problems each year, it's no wonder the 

brain is the focus of several multi million 

pound projects trying to unlock its secrets. 

Unfortunately there’s no guarantee yet 

that these answers are going to be found 

anytime soon, so until then it’s up to us to 

look at what we already know in the eternal 

search to try and lead more fulfilling and 

contented lives.

I don't feel it would be right to try and 

tackle an issue as big as this without 

giving you a brief overview of my own life 

experience so far. To show you in some 

way how I’m qualified to talk on this 

subject. My own journey with mental 

health problems has been one filled with 

many ups and a few downs or many downs 

with a few ups, depending on which day 

it is! That is one of the things I've begun 

to learn about my own brain, it tends to 

put things into categories of being good 

or bad, whereas the truth for many of 

us tends to lie somewhere in between. 

Turning thirty nine recently, it’s been a 

long journey finding out what makes me 

tick, and what more importantly, I can 

do to make my life and the life of those 

around me more of a pleasure than a 

struggle. As a child of around 7 or 8 I 

can clearly remember worrying about life, 

death and pretty much anything else that 

came into my young mind, saying things 

to my parents like “I'm thinking about 

thinking things”, which sounds like I 

was a very unhappy child but this was 

far from the case. Even with these daily 

worries I had an amazing childhood being 

very fortunate to have two loving parents 

who put their all into family life. The 

word selflessness would be the one single 

word I’d choose to describe them both. I 

had many happy family holidays abroad 

with my mum, dad and sister and my 

early years in general were great. School 

was the first time I really found that I was 

struggling a bit and even as a young child 

I can remember thinking that maybe I 

wasn't good enough or didn’t fit in. It was 

generally dismissed by many that I was just 

a naughty child that wanted attention by 

any means and in doing so disrupted the 

other children. I’d be the first to say I was 

very naughty at school but looking back, 

it really bothered me and even then I just 

wanted to toe the line and fit in but found 

it next to impossible to do so. Throughout 

my teenage and early adulthood I suffered 

with many different forms of anxiety 

and obsessive compulsive disorder better 

known as OCD, but at the time I didn’t 

really have any understanding of what 

that was. From the outside throughout 

these years it seems I came across to many 

that I was a confident, and in general, a 

happy person that liked to have a laugh 

and didn’t have much to worry about in 

life. Behind closed doors though this was 

far from the case, with daily life situations 

being in the main a torment and feeling 

like I had no control from one minute 

to next with how I was going to feel. The 

shame was, like with many mental health 

problems, through lack of knowledge and 

general frustration I ended up taking it out 

Mental Health Matters
  An introduction

"I just wanted to toe the line 
and fit in but found it next to 

impossible to do so."
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on the people who were closest to me, the 

one’s I was meant to care about and love.

It was only in my early thirties that I 

had the courage to go to my doctor, after 

hearing something on the radio that 

fitted my symptoms into the category of 

Anxiety /OCD. After a few months wait 

I was given the opportunity to receive 

cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) 

which I jumped at the chance to have. 

Since then it’s been a steep learning curve 

trying many different ways to find my own 

unique recipe that enables me to live a 

happier and more contented life. For me, 

what seems to have helped, is having had 

CBT and knowing it’s there as an option 

again if I need it. Taking one little tablet 

a day called Citalopram which personally 

I don't think does anything at all but 

my wife, who is much wiser than me, 

assures me it helps me from overreacting 

about things that really don’t matter. 

Then there’s diet and exercise which 

is being proven to be so important in 

staying positive and having that extra 

mental strength to help deal with 

life's challenges. The other factor that 

has been key to my ongoing recovery is 

knowledge. Having read various different 

books about what is already known about 

the mind, has given me a much greater 

understanding of why these different 

conditions arise in the first place or in 

some cases are there already. It also helps 

me to put things into perspective which is 

something that many people with mental 

health problems really struggle to do. 

To this day one of the main contributing 

factors to mental health problems 

not being diagnosed is that ugly word 

STIGMA, which still exists on a far too 

regular basis. With words like mad, nutter 

and lunatic to name but a few still being 

used to describe people who suffer with 

mental health conditions, it’s no wonder 

that people try their hardest to hide their 

problems to avoid being labelled by one 

of these unhelpful terms. In general I’m 

at ease now with words like these but 

this hasn’t always been the case, with it 

being an end of the world scenario having 

people think that of me in my younger 

years. It’s so unfortunate that in this day 

and age this is still the case and with 

statistics showing that either yourself or a 

close friend or family member is suffering 

in one way or another right now it 

doesn’t help anyone. Unfortunately there 

is an even more unhelpful stigma that 

exists which is much more subtle and in 

many ways goes undetected by the wider 

population on a day to day basis. This is 

in the workplace where some employers 

are still far too quick to judge a current or 

potential employee on the condition they 

suffer with rather than what they can do 

at work. The charity MIND has recently 

issued studies to back up these claims:

More than one in four people think that 

someone with a mental health condition 

should NOT have the same rights to a job 

as anyone else. 

Almost two out of three people who 

have received hospital treatment for a 

mental health condition say they have 

experienced discrimination at work or 

when trying to get employment.

People with a mental health condition 

find it more difficult to find work because 

employers believe that they will not do the 

job well. 

Nearly three quarters (73%) of doctors 

would not seek professional help for 

a mental health problem for fear of 

damaging their career.

It’s no wonder with facts like these 

why many people try their hardest to 

keep their conditions under wraps and 

conceal it from their employers. For me, 

the last fact is the most worrying of all, 

knowing that doctors themselves (who 

are ultimately the one’s who refer patients 

to receive mental health treatments) are 

themselves too scared to be open and get 

the treatment they need.

Something has to change and soon! 

With many mental health conditions 

on the rise people need to understand it 

doesn’t have to be this way. Far from it in 

fact, with the same studies by MIND also 

telling us positive facts like:

An estimated 86-90% of people with 

mental health conditions who are not in 

employment WANT to work.

Employment is good for mental 

health and well-being. Lack of work is 

detrimental to mental health and well-

being.

85% of employers who do employ 

people with mental health conditions 

do not regret doing so.

In this month’s edition of Herts Balance 

we’re tackling mental health head on. We 

present two case studies followed by a 

summary which gives us all some advice to 

help stay mentally healthy. It will inform, 

encourage and inspire you to not only see 

that it’s something that is very real but is 

also something that doesn’t have to define 

a person’s life. 

Written by Matt Shoobridge

"Almost two out of three people who 
have received hospital treatment for a 
mental health condition say they have 
experienced discrimination at work or 

when trying to get employment."
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Community 
We want you to know that you are not alone; we can link you to services and  
support teams across Stevenage, some of whom meet regularly at the Healthy Hub.

Weight management 
We will give you nutrition advice and recipe ideas to help re-educate your eating 
habits  and reduce your risk of developing chronic medical conditions.
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If you would like to be more active and you don’t know what to do or you have a 
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you in the right direction and find the best activity for you.

Mental health 
If you need someone to talk to, MIND In Mid Herts will provide confidential  
one-to-one meetings within the Healthy Hub.

Healthy Hub is a one stop shop providing information, 
advice and support to improve the health and 
wellbeing of our community. A team of professionals 
are on hand to help you every step of the way.
We provide lifestyle support for you and your family including mental health, physical 
activity, weight management, breastfeeding,  parenting skills, coping with cancer, Carers 
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What is the healthy hub?
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Healthy Hub Stevenage, Stevenage Arts & Leisure Centre, Lytton Way, Stevenage, Herts SG1 1LZ
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M y meeting with Paul 

Danan happened just 

by  chance ,  when  I 

was out and about delivering Herts Balance last month in the 

Hertfordshire town of Hoddesdon. I recognised Paul straight away 

from his TV work such as Hollyoaks and Celebrity Love Island, to 

name but a few, and decided to give him a copy of our magazine. 

I explained what Herts Balance was all about and mentioned that 

we would be addressing mental health as the big issue in our next 

edition. Paul expressed a keen 

interest in what we were doing and said he would 

love to be involved in some way. He openly explained how he'd 

like to talk about his own battle with depression to try and help 

others going through the same sort of thing. 

Paul, now 38, lives in the County Town of Hertford with his 

partner and their new addition to the family 11 month old 

DeNiro. These days Paul runs a drama club which is also based 

in Hertford as well as still doing his TV work. 

A few weeks later Paul and I met up in the Dog and Whistle pub 

in Hertford to get the article underway. Paul explained in depth 

how his depression has played a significant role throughout his 

adult life, weighing him down at points and making life very 
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hard to deal with. His life now is far removed from his party boy 

days when he was playing the role of Sol in the popular TV soap 

Hollyoaks. He showed even back then that at the very heart of 

Paul Danan is a very accomplished actor. He knew early in life 

that acting was the path he wanted to take and even managed 

to convince his parents to let him change from an Orthodox 

Jewish Grammar school, to a mainstream high school where a 

GCSE in drama was available. He said although he was very 

happy to have the chance to study drama it wasn't an easy ride 

at his new school, experiencing bullying and anti semitism from 

some of the other students. Paul was one of only a few Jewish 

boys at his new school, which was all the excuse some needed 

to give him a hard time. He continued with his drama though 

which finally paid off when he was accepted at the age of 16 

into the Italia Conti Academy, a leading school for Theatre and 

Arts in London. From there Paul went from strength to strength 

completing his GCSE’s, achieving a degree in Performing Arts 

and finally, against stiff competition, landing the part of Sol in 

Hollyoaks in 1997. He continued to play the part of bad boy 

Sol Patrick for four years, testing his acting skills with many a 

challenging storyline. He really managed to make this role his 

own and did a fine job of entertaining the 

British public week in week out. Although 

these years were amazing for Paul in so 

many ways, achieving success and fame, like 

many others who suffer with an underlying mental health issue, 

they were also accompanied with a feeling on occasions that 

something wasn't quite right. After years of ups and downs for 

Paul, including turmoil in his private life and professional career, 

he finally took the brave decision to seek help in the form of 

counselling. 

He explained how the different forms of counselling he’d 

received really helped him to start challenging parts of his 

thought process and developing them into a more rational and 

positive way of thinking. 

It's all very much a learning curve though with some days still 

being much better than others. I could tell by the way Paul speaks 

about his partner and little DeNiro in such high regard that 

they are now the main focus in his life and his overwhelming 

reason for wanting to stay well. Paul Danan’s Drama club is also 

something he’s very proud of, giving him the opportunity to 

give something back, by helping young aspiring actors and adults 

alike to learn the craft of performance. His classes sound really 

creative and fun and I’m only sad that my daughter is not old 

enough to attend YET as she’s still only two and a half. Paul’s 

very passionate about making his classes different, throwing 

out the more formal approach you might find at many other 

acting classes and replacing it with a relaxed and imaginative 

environment geared to bringing out the best in all his students. 

Paul has definitely acquired more than enough credentials in this 

area to teach his students, as well as the work I’ve mentioned 

he also worked in Los Angeles for three years where he studied 

method acting. His latest achievement is in the form of a play 

called “Lost” which tells the enthralling story of a plane crash 

that Paul has written, directed and produced himself and stars 

his students from the drama club. It’s being performed at the St 

Andrew’s church well-being centre in Hertford first, then on to the 

Hertford Theatre for all to see! This will be the second play Paul 

has written, the first “Finding Their Way” was also performed at 

the Hertford Theatre and is about a brother and sister who are put 

into foster care by their father against their mother’s will.

As well as his work with his drama club Paul is also a 

member of The Amy Winehouse Foundation, using his 

knowledge of Performance and the Arts to help out in their 

‘Resilience Programme’ which is a ground breaking drug & 

alcohol awareness and prevention programme for secondary 

schools. Evaluated by academics at Harvard 

University and delivered in partnership 

with Addaction, the programme is currently 

delivered in well over 100 schools across 

the UK. Paul explains how using drama really helps to break 

down barriers, allowing the pupils to speak more openly about 

the problems they face. Using role play, Paul has come up with 

a plan which gets young people to act out different scenarios 

where drugs and alcohol are involved. This not only promotes 

awareness but also lets them practice the tools required to stand 

up to the immense peer pressure that exists in our society today.

Paul told me that the main reason he is speaking out now 

about his depression, is to encourage others to seek help and 

not suffer in silence. It was a real pleasure getting to meet Paul 

Danan and finding out more about the man himself. He’s a very 

interesting and charismatic guy who has a big heart and a lot to 

give in many ways. Paul shows us all that even with depression 

you can still achieve so much and inspire others on the way.

I’m from the generation who was lucky enough to regularly be 

entertained by Paul on our screens throughout the nineties and 

noughties and it seems an absolute no brainer to me that Paul 

Danan should be back where he belongs doing what he does 

best, entertaining us all!

"Even with depression you can 
still achieve so much and inspire 

others on the way."
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Saturday 10 September
Toddler, Baby & Bump Show

The Dugdale Centre, Enfield Town

North London's biggest and best Toddler, Baby & Bump Show will 

welcome at least 50 baby & toddler related businesses & charities 

gathered under one roof in the centre of the busy shopping town of 

Enfield at the well equipped and spacious Dugdale Centre. This free 

to attend event will have 4 rooms plus a large lobby area filled with 

businesses & charities showcasing their products & services. This is a 

must attend event for mums and dads of babies & toddlers as well as 

expectant parents.

Cost to attend - FREE

Time - 11am until 4pm

www.clairewoodevents.co.uk

Saturday 10 September
BerkoFest

Berkhamsted Cricket Club

BerkoFest is a boutique, family-friendly festival that celebrates the very 

best in local music, food and entertainment. It's picturesque setting 

in the natural amphitheatre of the rolling Chiltern hills adds to the 

relaxed, chilled vibe making this a truly memorable day out.

As well as a fantastic and eclectic music line-up, there is a host of 

other entertainment on offer. There will be a great variety of delicious 

food stalls, offering top-quality produce and catering for all tastes. For 

the adults there will be carefully selected locally crafted beer and fine 

wine, and the kids will be kept entertained with drum workshops, face 

painting and craft activities. Thus, a great afternoon can be enjoyed by 

all the family whatever your age.

Cost to attend - Advance adult tickets £18 (see website for concession 

and kids prices)

Time - 11:30am until 7pm

www.berkofest.com

Saturday 17 September
Celebrating Waltham Cross community day

Waltham Cross Town Centre

Enjoy a walk through the town centre and enjoy the community with 

a variety of entertainment, craft and charity stalls, and international 

food stalls.

Cost to attend - Free

Time - see Borough of Broxbourne website for further details

www.broxbourne.gov.uk

Sunday 2 October
Glass Fair

Knebworth Barns

The Glass Fair is an event which brings together around 70 exhibitors 

whose stock covers a wide variety of glass of all ages and genres.

Originally founded along with the respected collector and glass expert 

Dr. Graham Cooley, this fair offers the ideal opportunity to find both 

antique glass and contemporary studio work: glass from all eras and to 

suit all tastes. If your preference is for Georgian drinking glasses you 

will find many knowledgeable specialists, if you are interested in the Art 

Deco and Art Nouveau periods you will be amply catered for by several 

quality exhibitors and if you lean toward modernist collectables and art 

glass you will be spoilt for choice.

Cost to attend - £5 (accompanied children free)

Time - 10:30am until 4:00pm

www.cambridgeglassfair.com

Events - 
September/October
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Sunday 9 October
Apple Day at Tewin Orchard

The Pavilion Upper Green Tewin

Lots of different fruit varieties to see, taste and buy with preserves and 

honey, too.

There are apple juicing demonstrations, Wildlife Trust stalls for family 

fun, the Badger Group stand and refreshments plus the orchard to 

look round.

Cost to attend - see Tewin Orchard website for further details

Time - 12pm until 4:30pm

www.tewinorchard.co.uk

Saturday 15 - Sunday 16 October
Letchworth Beer & World Food Festival

Letchworth Town Centre

Expect a wide range of drink from Real Ales to Cocktails and a host of 

cuisines from around the world!

Cost to attend - FREE

Time - 9am until 6pm

www.loveletchworth.com

Thursday 20 October
Wines from around the world - tasting evening

Grove Travel, Watford

Local Sommelier Duncan Gammie will take you on a journey around 

the world stopping off at beautiful wine producing regions. With 

canapés, wines and discussions on travel, this is a great event for an 

foodie or traveller. Tickets are available from Grove Travel, Spaces are 

limited. 

Cost to attend - see Grove Travel website for further details

Time - 7pm until 9pm

www.grovetravel.co.uk

Saturday 22 - Sunday 30 October
Pumpkin Festival

Willows Activity Farm, London Colney

Pick your FREE pumpkin from Willows Pumpkin Patch with a 

Pumpkin-tastic programme of family fun!

Cost to attend - see Willows Activity Farm website for further details

Time - 10am until 4:30pm

www.willowsactivityfarm.com

Monday 24 - Sunday 30 October
St Albans Fashion Week

St Albans Fashion Week is an annual event that celebrates the very best 

in Fashion and Beauty in St Albans and District. From pop up beauty 

parlours to swap shops, street style catwalks to Cathedral catwalks- it’s 

a week full of fabulous events and city wide discounts. We give local 

businesses in the Fashion and Beauty industry the opportunity to 

showcase what it is that they do.

Cost to attend - see St Albans Fashion Week website for further details

Time - see St Albans Fashion Week website for further details

www.stalbansfashionweek.com

Sunday 30 October
Grim and Gruesome Tour

Bishop's Stortford

Enjoy a guided walk/talk taking a trip through Bishop’s Stortford’s 

occasionally grisly past. Tour starts at the Rhodes Arts Complex - 

Bishop’s Stortford Museum.

Cost to attend - £4

Time - 4pm start

www.rhodesbishopsstortford.org.uk
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Q. Did you suffer with pre or postnatal 

depression and could you please explain 

what your life was like before you was 

pregnant /gave birth. 

A. I suffered with postnatal depression, 

however, looking back I think the start of it 

was during pregnancy but hadn't realised.

Before becoming pregnant I was a very 

chatty, happy, passionate (some would say 

feisty) woman. I enjoyed life immensely and 

was always happy to have fun, laugh and 

joke. I loved my job and I loved my family life 

and made sure that both were as balanced 

as possible. On time off me and my husband 

would enjoy festivals, eating out, seeing friends 

and going on lovely holidays. My favourites 

were Sri Lanka and Mexico. Very normal 

really, just embracing the opportunities we 

had as a young couple who liked to socialise. 

We had also got onto the property ladder and 

by the time I was pregnant we were onto our 

second home, in a little village in Somerset.

However, for as long as I can remember I had 

a phobia of pregnancy. Strange I know! I have 

no idea where this came from or why, but I 

would feel physically sick at the thought of me 

or anyone else being pregnant. However, after 

getting married my want for a child overrode 

my phobia a little so I felt more comfortable 

to become pregnant. I had some 

EFT Therapy (Emotional Freedom 

Technique) as well to help me control 

my phobia so that I could use the 

techniques taught throughout the 

process.

We tried and tried to get pregnant but to no 

avail. My menstrual cycle has always been very 

sporadic and would only ovulate about 4 times 

a year, so it was a case of not getting the right 

timing. We were referred to our local fertility 

clinic who after an ultrasound diagnosed me 

with PCOS (polycystic ovaries) and they put 

me on a drug called Clomid, which forces your 

body into ovulating. Within two months of 

being on it, I was pregnant.

We were really excited (although I was still 

finding the thought of it difficult, I was able 

to put it into a box in my mind to try and 

prevent myself from over-thinking it and bring 

the phobia to the forefront).

As the months went on, my pregnancy was 

really good, all very textbook. However at 

around 18 weeks when I first felt our son 

move I hated it and cried hysterically. Shaun 

calmed me down and I was able to put it back 

in the box. But I never got too attached to 

the baby I was growing because if I thought 

about it too much, I would freak out about all 

the changes that were going on and what my 

body was doing. It just seems too amazing for 

comprehension!

We didn't find out the sex of the baby so as 

to keep it a surprise. Looking back I wonder 

if it would have helped with bonding if I had. 

Although I knew it was a boy, I could just tell.

Our son Fletcher, was born only three days 

left in a really lovely birth. In a birthing centre 

in a pool and in a very calm, hypnobirthing 

atmosphere. I actually enjoyed it (apart from 

the crowning and stitching up stage!)

Q. How did your symptoms first show 

themselves and how long did it take 

from that point until you was diagnosed 

/started receiving treatment.

A. From the moment he was born I wasn't 

bothered by him at all. I felt so sorry for myself 

having just birthed a baby (which even though 

I enjoyed it, it's still a huge feat) I was torn, 

tired and overwhelmed by adrenaline and pain.

T illie Mabbutt of the PANDAS Foundation, in her very 
own words, explains her personal battle with postnatal 
depression and her inspiring road to recovery.

Mental Health Matters
 Surviving postnatal depression
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I didn't have a rush of love for him, he was 

just a baby, could have been anyone's. I had 

no connection with him. I tried breastfeeding 

but he wasn't having any of it so we did skin to 

skin. He wasn't latching at all so after 4 days 

of hand expressing into a syringe we moved to 

formula and bottle feeding. Although I wanted 

to breastfeed I didn't mind going to bottle, 

It was so stressful every time I was trying to 

get him to latch and he wasn't really getting 

anything that I was just eager to get something 

into him and get into a routine. I was actually 

pleased that other people could feed him. I was 

starting to get really claustrophobic with him 

on me all the time.

I felt that I had no personal space. 

You carry them for 9 months and 

then when they are born they want 

mum so much and I didn't like it. 

I've only been close with one other 

baby, my nephew so I didn't know 

these sorts of things. Really I was very naive 

about what having a baby entailed. You spend 

all that time trying to conceive and having 

appointments and classes about growth and 

the birth, yet you don't learn about what to do 

when the little one is here.

I felt completely out of my depth and I just 

faked knowing what I was doing. Everyone 

tends to look to mum to know what is wrong 

with the baby or what he might need. Society 

seems to think that knowing about babies needs 

and behaviours is an instinct that kicks in for 

mothers as soon as they have birthed their 

baby. In the wild, this might be predominately 

true. But for humans, I believe it is about 20% 

instinct and 80% learned behaviour. Or at 

least that’s how it was for me.

I started to become withdrawn and not 

myself. I was sad a lot of the time in private 

and just wore a smile in front of others. I would 

be at home with Fletcher on my own and feel 

nothing. I just didn't have any feelings towards 

him other than I knew I was responsible for 

him and he was a defenceless child, so I went 

through the motions and fed and cleaned him 

and ensured he was safe. But that was it, it 

was just a tick list.

I spent the first 6 weeks in the house and 

would only go out to take Fletcher out in the 

sling and walk the dog. The village was very 

quiet with hardly anyone my age and also we 

had a few troublesome neighbours so that was 

an extra stress.

After 6 weeks I had signed up to baby 

massage courses and baby swimming classes. 

I hated being on my own because it scared me. 

I knew I was ignoring Fletcher a lot and just 

listening to my head telling me that I hated 

him and regretted having him. So I went to lots 

of baby groups to drown out the noise.

This went on for 9 months of finding everyday 

life and parenthood almost impossible to cope 

with but putting on an act. I did have good 

days though, so I was still able to laugh and 

joke and enjoy moments in life, I just didn't 

have a bond with Fletcher and on bad days I 

couldn't stop the intrusive thoughts of wanting 

to run away from it all. I didn't want to kill 

myself, but I didn’t want to be around.

At 9 months my husband made me speak 

to the health visitor. She made me do the 

Edinburgh test and diagnosed me with PND. 

She booked me in with the doctor and I was 

put on anti-d's and I also arranged to have a 

couple of hours each week to go swimming and 

read my book. Two things I loved before being 

'mum'. The anti-ds lifted me just above the 

fog, and the self-help time of swimming and 

taking time for me pulled me out of 

the depression.

Q. How did the illness affect 

your general day to day life and 

relationship with your husband 

and baby.

A. I've briefly touched on this in previous 

answers. But it varied. Some days I was 

desperate to get out amongst others to stop me 

from thinking negatively, but on really dark 

days I stayed in with Fletcher watching tele 

and almost ignoring him other than the needs 

I needed to meet for him (eating, changing etc.) 

My relationship with my husband, in the first 

3 months got terrible. We were arguing a lot, 

"I started to become withdrawn 
and not myself. I was sad a lot of 

the time in private and just wore a 
smile in front of others."



If you would like to donate to PANDAS 
(Pre & Post Natal Depression Advice and Support)

 to help them support sufferers of 
Perinatal Mental Illnesses, please text 

PANDAS £3, £5 or £10 to 70660
Or visit their website for further info.

Texts cost donation amount plus network charge.  PANDAS Foundation receives 100% of your donation. 
Helpline Calls cost 5p per minute, plus your phone company’s access charge. Obtain bill payer's permission. Customer care 01691 664275 Charity No 1149485.

This PND Awareness week, PANDAS wants to get 
everyone talking about Perinatal Mental Illness.

We offer Support and Advice for Pre and Post Natal 
Depression, Anxiety, OCD, Psychosis, PTSD, & Birth Trauma.

Reach out via our website, call us, or email.
You are not alone.

www.PANDASFoundation.org.uk
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normally about who was doing the most, how 

tired we were, how we didn’t know what we 

were meant to be doing, but also about really 

insignificant things as well because I became 

really illogical. I could convince myself that 

black was white.

With Fletcher, it affected me in the way that 

because I had no bond, I looked after him like 

he was someone else's. I did what I needed to 

do but didn't have or show that overwhelming 

love that most mums do. However, because 

I was aware of this I faked it for him too, 

thinking that it could affect him if he didn't 

have maternal love such as cuddling or baby 

wearing etc. I smiled a lot at him because I 

was so worried that as I was around him so 

much I thought If he only ever saw me sad, 

he wouldn't learn to do it himself. 

Eventually I liked him and enjoyed 

him, but still no motherly bond. Once 

I got treatment and self-help I started 

to warm to him more.

On his first birthday I looked at him and 

realised I was falling in love. By 15 months I 

was head over heels.

Q. What did your treatment entail and 

how did it help you.

A. I was prescribed Citalopram, a serotonin 

based antidepressant. I felt that for me it 

was a chemical change in my brain that had 

contributed to me having PND (for some it can 

be hormone changes or situational or a mix of 

both) so after a month when the medication 

kicked in I started to feel much more in control, 

logical and optimistic. It just gave me that 

boost so that I could do the rest myself.

After our health visitor suggested having 

some time on my own each week I would go 

swimming and I loved this. It was time for me 

to look forward to and it meant I always had 

a bit of a break and could be 'Tillie' again and 

not just 'mum'.

I continued the medication for 7 months and 

then came off, maintaining some 'me-time' all 

the time. My husband and I also try to have a 

couple of weekends a year 'off' together so that 

we can make sure that we are connected as a 

couple as well as a parenting team. It does us 

the world of good.

Now I like to maintain my mental health 

by, exercise such as running, meditation/

mindfulness and volunteering .

Q. How did you come to work for 

PANDAS and what was your knowledge 

of pre/postnatal depression before 

suffering with the condition yourself. 

A. When I had just been diagnosed, I reached 

out online in my local area to see if there was 

a support group, but I had no response. I felt 

really alone. I joined as a member on the 

PANDAS closed facebook page, I was generally 

a 'lurker' I don't think I posted anything about 

myself but I like to read others posts and offer 

advice or support. I found it useful to see I 

wasn't alone. So when I was better, after 

hearing about a mutual friend having had an 

extremely painful time I decided to get in touch 

with PANDAS to see about starting a support 

group in my local area. I set up a group and 

then because of the industry I work in, was 

asked to join the media team by PANDAS 

co-founder and CEO Rachael Jones.

My knowledge was absolutely tiny. I knew 

that PND was a 'thing' but not how it felt, 

I was never asked or told about it during 

pregnancy or even afterwards really. I had 

never had any form of mental illness before 

so was very naive in knowing what it’s like to 

have one.

Q. How is your life in general now 

and what advice would you give to 

any mothers who believe they may be 

suffering with the same condition.

A. Life now is wonderful. I love my son more 

than anything and am so grateful that we got 

that bond eventually. It does make me sad to 

think back on the time I didn't love him, and 

I feel like I have missed out on the newborn 

and baby stage that so many parents have of 

enjoying it and wanting it to slow down. I was 

so eager for him to grow up, not anymore! My 

relationship with my husband is so strong now, 

and honestly I think I'm a better person now. 

It's changed me in a lot of ways, and if I could 

go back and not have gone through it I would. 

But I can see a positive change in me too, 

that I never expected. I'm much more 

compassionate and understanding 

and I feel that I am much better at 

communicating with my loved ones 

now.

The biggest piece of advice I could give 

anyone suffering is: Talk. Talk about how 

you're feeling with a loved one, friend, health 

care professional, online peers. Anyone just 

talk, and seek the help you feel you need. And 

if you don't get anywhere first time, keep going. 

PANDAS has a helpline and online support 

which has people on the other end who have 

been in your shoes. We also support the family 

and friends of the sufferer too.

Q. How has the experience affected 

your own mother? Would she have any 

advice for family members who may be 

going through the same experience. 

Tillie’s mum Diane:

I am ashamed to say that I didn't realise or 

notice that my daughter was struggling with 

motherhood after the birth of my grandson. 

Tillie only ever made two comments to me 

regarding how she was feeling, both of which 

"I like to maintain my mental health 

by, exercise such as running, meditation, 

mindfulness and volunteering."
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I considered to be entirely normal bearing 

in mind the enormous change that had just 

happened in her life.

About one week after Fletcher was born she 

asked me if she was meant to love him more 

than she loved her husband Shaun. I told her 

the love for her baby is an entirely different 

love from the love she feels for her husband and 

reassured her that not all women feel that love 

instantly, but it grows over the following days 

and weeks as you become accustomed to the 

routines and demands this new life places on 

you. On another occasion, Fletcher was being 

particularly fidgety and wriggled constantly 

while she was trying to change his nappy on 

my living room floor. Tillie got to her feet and 

ran upstairs. I followed her and found her lying 

face down on the bed, sobbing. She said "I just 

can't do it, I am a useless mum" and "Shaun is 

such a good dad I'll never be as good a parent 

as him". Again I reassured her that every mum 

feels that way at some point and her feelings 

were natural.

Other than those two instances, 

Tillie gave the impression of being 

a completely competent and happy 

mother. She took care of him, 

nurtured him, loved him and he 

thrived. He was a happy, contented baby. I 

had no idea of the turmoil she was in or the 

desperation she was feeling.

It was only after she, Shaun and Fletcher 

moved to a new house did I notice that she 

seemed a bit stressed but I put that down to 

the fact that refurbishment of the house made 

everything more difficult. That's when Tillie 

first asked for help from her health visitor and 

she was diagnosed as suffering from postnatal 

depression. I'd never known anyone who 

suffered from this before and in my naivety 

thought it was just that things had got on top 

of her. It was easy to find a million and one 

reasons why she should be feeling a bit fed up. 

How blinkered can you be? The truth finally 

dawned on me when I read an article Tillie 

had written for The Huffington Post. I read 

the words that my amazing, strong, beautiful 

daughter had written and as she described the 

torment she felt, the blackness of her life and 

feeling her baby and husband would be better 

off without her, my eyes filled with tears and 

my heart broke. I was bereft for days. How 

could I not have noticed, why did I not ask 

questions, how could my own child be suffering 

so dreadfully and me be so unaware. I felt I 

had failed her and if either was of us was a bad 

mother, then it was me.

We have talked about the situation since her 

diagnosis and Tillie promises me that there was 

nothing I could have done to change things for 

her until she was in a place to change things 

for herself. As a mother, I would have done 

anything to have avoided Tillie going through 

such a dreadful experience and I will always 

feel guilty because I didn't see the signs.

The advice I would give to anyone going 

through what Tillie went through is to talk 

to someone whenever you have the feelings 

of doubt and be open and honest. 

Don't hold back because you think 

your mum/sister/friend will think 

less of you or be disappointed in you 

- they will not. The advice I would 

give to mothers of new mothers 

is to open your eyes, see what 

is happening and don't be too ready to offer 

excuses or reasons for a change in behaviour. 

Talk about it, ask questions in a gentle way 

and perhaps the dialogue between you might 

just avoid your daughter going through the 

same as mine did.

www.pandasfoundation.org.uk

Helpline 0843 28 98 401 

Open 7 days a week from 9am - 8pm

"The advice I would give to anyone going 

through what Tillie went through is to talk 

to someone whenever you have the feelings of 

doubt and be open and honest."



A pproaching mental health for 

this issue of Herts Balance has 

given rise to a real mixture of 

emotions for me. On the one hand I was 

really enthusiastic to get started on this sub-

ject that is so important and affects so many 

people but on the other hand it brings with 

it a heavy responsibility to not only write an 

informative and helpful article but to also 

admit that in one edition I can only touch 

on a subject that is so immense in its entirety. 

To this day there are still people around 

with the opinion that mental health prob-

lems are just a weakness of character that 

can in many circumstances be overcome 

by pulling yourself together or just shrug-

ging your shoulders and remembering that 

there are always people in the world worse 

off than you. It’s very true, there are, but 

addressing a mental health problem with an 

analogy such as this is like trying to solve an 

algebra problem by chewing, chewing gum, 

pretty ineffective! As I briefly mentioned 

in my introduction earlier, the recipe that 

helps me to manage my problems and live 

a happier and more contented life now 

is unique to me, as is Paul Danan's and 

Tillie Mabbutt’s and everyone else's come 

to think of it. There are many similarities 

though, through which we can pick out pos-

itive points and help us all to feel less alone. 

With positive stories like the ones we’ve 

heard in the case studies giving us all hope. 

From my own experience that’s probably 

the one thing that anyone craves for the most 

in their darkest hours, not a magic cure, not 

all the answers, just a single shred of hope to 

help pull them through. Well that’s where I 

can give you some good news! There is hope 

and lots of it, in so many places and in so 

many different forms, including inside the 

person who is suffering, however hard that 

may be to believe at the time. 

I don't want to give the impression that my 

life's all sweetness and light now, as I believe 

that’s one of the big problems with our 

modern world. There’s far too many people 

trying portray an unrealistic image of perfec-

tion that simply doesn’t exist. In the media, 

advertising and on social media there is a 

constant bombardment of perfection that 

only serves to make people feel like they're 

not good enough are under achieving and 

are in some way failing as a person. Well it’s 

wrong and the only thing that really matters 

is what your loved ones think of you and 

how you think of yourself.

I still have my bad days, whether it be a 

rubbish day at work, an unwanted bill or my 

anxiety dragging me down.

I’ve had to comes to terms with the fact,as 

many others have to with a mental illness, 

that it will most probably always be there in 

one shape or form for me. The big difference 

now though is I that have acquired some tools 

in my armoury to help me not only keep on a 

more even keel but also help pull me through 

the bad times when they do arise. 

I truly believe that the most important part 

of starting to deal with any mental illness, 

whatever the severity, is diagnosis and that 

only comes from being open, starting to talk 

to each other and challenging those unhelp-

ful stigmas that still exist. 

Two books I would recommend anyone 

read who wants to know more about the 

mind and how you can help manage it is 

‘Sunny Brain Rainy Brain, the new science 

of optimism and pessimism’ by Elaine Fox. 

It’s a very easy to read and informative book 

that cuts through the complex structure of 

the brain to explain in layman's terms why we 

are who we are, and why some people’s glass 

is always half empty and some people always 

half full. Elaine Fox is a psychologist and 

neuroscientist who has carried out numerous 

studies on this fascinating subject. 

The other book is ‘Get Some Headspace, 

10 minutes can make all the difference’ by 

Andy Puddicombe. For thousands of years 

meditation has been used to be help deal 

with stress, anxiety and other ailments of the 

mind. This books explains how living in the 

moment is key to being at peace with yourself 

and as one of the world's leading experts on 

mindfulness, Andy guides you through this 

process with the wisdom of his experience. 

Good luck to everyone who is affected by 

this subject and remember, there is always 

hope!

If you are suffering right now or are a per-

son who is worried about someone else who 

is struggling. Please call one of the numbers 

below. These charities are there to help 

advice and support you. 

PANDAS

www.pandasfoundation.org.uk

0843 28 98 401

MIND

www.hertsmindnetwork.org

02037 273600

SAMARITANS

www.samaritans.org

01920 464 099

Rethink mental illness

www.rethink.org

0300 5000 927

Mental Health Matters
   A summary
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W e know summer has only just ended but as the seasons begin to 

change we turn our thoughts to what seasonal produce we can start 

cooking with, and what wines can be perfectly paired with them. 

This issue we’re cooking with a true autumn favourite – butternut squash. It’s a 

perfect staple to have in the cupboard, from soups and salads to warming risottos 

and pasta dishes. 

The health benefits of squash vary depending on what you read but the main 

thing is they’re high in potassium and dietary fibre as well as providing antioxidants 

which all lead to a healthy heart, low blood pressure, reduced anxiety and potassium 

kick starts your metabolism. 

One of my go-to dishes with squash is this simple salad, which tastes delicious and 

is great whether you want it for lunch, dinner or even as a starter if you’ve got guests 

over. I usually cook it for dinner and take the leftovers to work for lunch the next day! 

Recipes by Cooking and Carafes.

Warm butternut squash and feta salad
(serves four as a starter or light lunch) 

• 1 butternut squash 

• 1 sprig of rosemary (chopped) 

• ½ teaspoon of dried chilli flakes 

• 4 tbsps of olive oil

• 20g sunflower seeds or pine nuts 

• 200g feta cheese 

• 150g rocket or watercress

• Balsamic oil for dressing 

Pre-heat the oven to 180°C 
1. First peel the butternut squash, I find 

this easiest to do by chopping it in half 

lengthways and then halve it again 

(separating the bulbous part from 

the top) and peel with either a good 

vegetable peeler or use a kitchen knife 

to slice off the tough skin. 

2. Then cut the squash into about 2cm 

x 2cm cubes – it’s up to you how you 

do it but I usually slice and then dice! 

Don’t forget to remove all the inner 

seeds. 

3. Place the squash into a large roasting 

dish and drizzle with olive oil (about 

4 tbsps), then add the chilli flakes, the 

rosemary and sunflower seeds or pine 

nuts - both taste just as good. Mix it 

all together either with a spoon or 

Jamie Oliver style and toss it with your 

hands. 

4. Place in the oven for 30 minutes. 

5. Meanwhile wash and dry the rocket 

and place on serving plates or a serving 

platter depending how you’re having it. 

6. Dice the feta into roughly 1cm x 1cm 

cubes.

7. Once the squash is ready (if it’s still a 

little hard after 30 minutes leave for 

another 5-10 minutes until soft), serve 

on top of the rocket, crumble the diced 

feta on top and drizzle with the leftover 

olive oil from the roasting dish. 

8. To finish it off drizzle a little balsamic 

oil over the salad.

Top tip: This dish is great for throwing 

in any extra veg you fancy roasting like 

courgettes or peppers. 

Perfectly paired with: Despite being a 

summery salad, there are some big 

flavours in here to match with. This 

would be lovely with a fresh and unoaked 

Chardonnay but a much more interesting 

match would be with something like 

a Catarratto by Palazzo del Mare from 

Sicily. This indigenous variety is complex 

and full bodied enough to match the 

roasted butternut squash and pine nuts 

but with a lovely stone fruit juiciness to 

not overpower the salad. It will also be a 

lovely textural match for the feta in there. 

Food & Wine
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W ith Autumn just starting to 

show its colours we start to 

notice a seasonal change in 

what wines people are drinking. Bottles of 

rosé go into hiding for another year, ice 

cubes stop making an appearance in wine 

glasses and long afternoons of drinking in 

the sun come to an end. However there 

are also longer term trends in wine, like 

the fall of Chardonnay in the 1990’s and 

the rise of Prosecco recently. Through the 

various tastings we hold in Hertfordshire 

and the surrounding areas we have 

started to notice the potential trend 

developing that is both seasonal and long 

term, the rise of wines made using the 

Appassimento method. 

The Appassimento method involves 

picking perfectly ripe grapes and then 

placing them on straw mats to raisin 

in the sun for a couple of weeks. This 

process reduces the amount of water in 

the grapes but keep the sugars and flavour 

compounds. This means the end product 

will be packed with flavour, full in body, 

rich and very fruity. It’s the alcoholic 

equivalent of making yourself a diluted 

squash that is half water, half squash. This 

process originally comes from the Veneto 

region of Italy and is famously used in the 

making of Amarone, a premium red. In 

Germany it’s referred to as Strohwein and 

is commonly used in the production of 

sweet wine. 

The problem with these wines in the 

past, is that the process has been used 

exclusively on super-premium wines. 

Luckily for all of us, this has 

star ted to change. The U 

Passimiento by Baglio Gibellina 

is from Sicily and is made using 

two indigenous grape varieties, 

one of which goes through 

the Appassimento process. 

Not only is this wine brilliant 

with rich and autumnal dishes 

but it’s also always under £10 

a bottle. The Carmenere 

Reserva by Vina Falernia is a 

great new world example of 

the Appassimento process 

and is perfect for Malbec 

lovers. 

Apass imento reds  are 

particularly nice matches for 

game like venison, as they 

have the tannin to break 

down the meat, but the 

pronounced fruitiness to 

balance out the rich game 

flavour. They are also very 

good matches for the more earthy root 

vegetables that will start making a more 

regular appearance in our dishes. 

If red wine isn't your thing, that’s not 

a problem. Majestic actually do a white 

Appassimento wine. The Passimento 

Bianco by Pasqua is under £10 a bottle 

and is made using the grape variety 

Garganega, which is also used in the 

popular wine Soave. For those that like a 

more full bodied white, this could easily 

be your next favourite wine. It has massive 

food matching potential from dishes like 

fish pie to pork belly. But for me, it is 

magical with cheese. It has the acidity to 

cut through the gooiest of Camembert 

but with the same concentrated fruit 

quality that chutneys or quince jelly offer. 

Wine recommendations from 

The Wine Education Company.

Kate Ailey
Food blogger 
of  Cooking and 
Carafes with a love 
for Italy and in particular all things 
Sardinian. Check out her blog 
for Italian inspired recipes, wine 
reviews and travel tips:
www.cookingandcarafes.co.uk

Duncan Gammie 
Founder of  The Wine 
Education Company 
unravelling the world 
of  wine in fun and 
informal tastings.
Provides training for local 
businesses to educate staff in 
becoming wine confident when 
recommending to guests. 
www.wineedco.co.uk 
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Food & Wine continued...

Pre-heat the oven to 180°C 
1. As before, halve the squash and peel 

the half you want to use removing any 

seeds. Chop into cubes approximately 

2cm x 2cm, place in an oven proof 

dish, drizzle with some olive oil and 

some thyme and cook it in the oven 

for 30 minutes. 

2. Next make the soffritto for the risotto – 

Italians use this base for lots of dishes 

from sauces to stews. Heat the olive 

oil in a large pan and add the onion, 

celery and carrot on a medium heat 

for five minutes, stir frequently to stop 

it burning. You need it to soften and 

Another autumn favourite of mine is risotto; it’s such a warming and 

filling dish that originates from northern Italy in the Lombardy 

and Veneto region. Combine butternut squash with pancetta and 

parmesan for a creamy, flavoursome finish. Recipes by Cooking and Carafes

Butternut squash and   
pancetta risotto 
(serves two)

• 1 celery stick (finely chopped) 

• 1 carrot (quartered and finely chopped)

• 1 small white onion (finely chopped) 

• 150 - 200g arborio or carnaroli  

risotto rice 

Dependant on appetite 

• 1L of vegetable stock 

• ½ butternut squash 

• 75g diced pancetta 

(pre-packaged is fine) 

• Parmesan to stir into the  

risotto and to serve 

• Olive oil

• 2 sprigs of thyme 

turn almost a golden colour. 

3. Once you’re happy with your 

soffritto, add the risotto 

rice to the pan and stir to 

ensure each grain is coated 

in olive oil, the grains will turn almost 

translucent, this should only take a 

minute or two – don’t let them burn. 

4. Add a splash of white wine and let it 

evaporate before adding the stock. 

5. Next add a ladleful of your pre-

prepared stock and as it simmers stir 

frequently until the water has almost 

all evaporated, continue a ladle at 

a time until the rice is al dente, this 

should take about 20 minutes but 

continue as necessary until cooked. 

You may use more or less of the stock 

stated. 

6. Fry the pancetta cubes separately until 

they’re browned. Alternatively put 

them in before the soffritto and cook 

them together. 

Produce: I used guanciale (pig cheek) that I 

bought at the local farmer’s market from 

The Cheese Teller and diced it myself but 

the pre-prepared diced pancetta cubes 

from the supermarket will also do the job.

 

7. Finally, add the butternut squash and 

season. If necessary also stir in the 

pancetta. 

Risotto is naturally creamy as the starch 

is released but if you want to add some 

crème fraîche or mascarpone, add a 

tbsp. right at the end and stir in or just 

grate some parmesan in before serving. 

8. Serve with grated parmesan.

Top tip: Cooking risotto can be hard but 

take your time and don’t think adding 

more stock at once will make it cook 

quicker, it won’t! 

Perfectly paired with: Since this is a full 

bodied dish we need full bodied wine to 

match, otherwise the wine will seem watery 

and thin. This is a brilliant opportunity to 

try the Appassimento wines I mention in 

my article. In particular the U Passimiento 

by Baglio Gibellina will have the body 

to match but also the pronounced fruit 

character will compliment the rich and 

salty pancetta as well as the earth notes of 

the butternut squash.



Bespoke Light Up Letters are based in Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire.

They specialise in event décor, providing quality, classy letters, words and numbers

to hire for weddings, birthdays, proms, parties, corporate events, festivals and more.

With over 20 years’ experience in the sign industry, Bespoke Light Up Letters

work in partnership with one of the largest sign manufacturers in the UK.

 ‘All of our bespoke items are designed and produced in house'.

Sophie Clayton, co-founder of Bespoke Light Up Letters quotes ‘Personalised

wedding décor has become increasingly popular, especially when it comes to

light up letters and is very much on trend. Our letters really add that something extra

special to an event’.

Sophie launched the business a year ago, when she spotted a gap in the market.

She now has varying sizes of LOVE, the alphabet and also the very popular BAR

sign. She continues to add to her product range and is currently working on new

designs. Since then, the business has grown from strength to strength despite other

businesses popping up and she is sure this is based on the quality of their product. The

products are unique compared to others on the market. This is because they aren’t

made from MDF. They are manufactured from aluminium and have a powder coat finish

so they really are built for longevity and designed to look classy and superior.

Multiple bookings have been taking place every weekend and the diary is already

filling up for 2017. Sophie quotes ‘We are now on the preferred supplier lists of

many popular wedding venues in Hertfordshire and surrounding counties’.

Bespoke Light Up Letters can delivery to anywhere in the UK and they also offer

the added option to collect & return.

Many images of events that have taken place can be found on Instagram

@Bespoke Light Up Letters and also on Facebook

www.facebook.com/Weddinglightupletters

To book or find out more about current offers and availability please contact Sophie.
 

Bespoke Light Up Letters

www.bespokelightupletters.co.uk

email: hello@bespokelightupletters.co.uk

Tel 07974 356395

BESPOKE
LIGHT UP LETTERS



 A history of
   Berkhamsted
Archaeology excavations in 

the 1990’s revealed that there 

has been human occupation in 

the area around the town for over 5,000 

years. The location of Berkhamsted today 

lies along the ancient Roman road known 

as Akeman Street and was probably the 

site of a Roman camp on the route from 

London to the North West. Following the 

departure of the Romans from Britain 

around the fourth century AD. The next 

occupants of the town were the Saxon 

invaders from Northern Europe.

The name Berkhamsted in Saxon 

translates as “the settlement amongst the 

birches”. They built a stronghold here and it 

was from this location that Saxon leaders 

met with William the Conqueror to offer 

p e a c e  t e r m s 

after his victory 

a t  H a s t i n g s 

i n  1 0 6 6 .  I t 

w a s  f r o m 

Berkhams ted 

that he marched 

in triumph to 

W e s t m i n s t e r 

to be crowned 

King of England 

on Chris tmas 

Day  o f  t ha t 

year.

The manor of Berkhamsted was granted 

to William’s half-brother the Earl of 

Moreton, who began the construction of a 

A r c h b i s h o p  o f 

Canterbury. Also 

Geoffrey Chaucer, 

au thor  o f  “The 

Canterbury Tales” 

and  the  famous 

warr ior  son  o f 

K i n g  E d w a r d 

III,  known to 

his tory as  “The 

B l a c k  P r i n c e ” 

resided here. The castle gradually fell out 

of favour as a royal residence and by 1495 

had been abandoned and fell into decay. 

The last owner was Sir Edward Cary, 

granted ownership of the manor and castle 

by Queen Elizabeth I who used materials 

from the ruined castle to build himself a new 

house above the town.

Berkhamsted’s growth during the 

medieval period was due in large part to the 

castle's existence and its famous residents. 

During this period it received several 

charters, the first of which was granted 

by Henry III in 1216. It freed the men 

and merchants of the town from all tolls 

and taxes wherever they went in England, 

Normandy, Aquitaine and Anjou. A later 

Charter granted by Edward IV in 1477 

proclaimed that no market was to be set up 

within eleven miles of the town and none 

of its inhabitants were to be summoned for 

Jury Service.

The wool trade was a flourishing and 

profitable business in medieval times 

castle for which the Norman conquerors 

became renowned. Sadly little of the 

castle remains to be seen today although 

the general layout of the keep, moats and 

bastions can still be traced and the site 

is maintained and preserved by English 

Heritage.

In its heyday the castle had been home 

to many notable persons. Prince John's’ 

wife and Thomas Becket, later to become 
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Home of local man John Incent,  
once Dean of St Pauls in London (1540)

The ruins of Berkhamsted Castle



The Parish Church of St Peters
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and many Berkhamsted merchants had branches in 

Flanders. The production of woodenware in later 

years, together with the cottage industries of lace 

making and straw plaiting thrived in the town.

Following the loss of its royal connections due to the 

castle’s decline, its royal charters were not renewed, 

and the town's importance gradually diminished. It 

was not until the 18th Century that the town's fortunes 

achieved a remarkable turnaround. The stagecoach era 

had arrived and Berkhamsted’s position on one of the 

main routes to the Midlands and North-West made 

it an ideal stopping point on their journey. It brought 

new prosperity to the town. The Grand Union Canal 

reached the town in 1792 allowing local industries 

easier access to markets around the country.

The Parish Church of St Peters is one of the 

largest in the county and contains several interesting 

monuments to past inhabitants, including a memorial in 

the East window to the celebrated 18th Century poet 

and hymn composer William Cowper who was born in 

the rectory of the church which sadly no longer stands. 

Opposite St Peters Church is the half-timbered house 

believed to have been the home of local man John 

Incent, once Dean of St Pauls in London (1540). 

He founded Berkhamsted School in 1541 and the 

building on the North side of the churchyard provided 

continuous education until Victorian times, having 

since grown in size and prestige with five additions in 

Castle and Mill Street.

One of the older buildings in the High Street (with 

blue plaque attached) was built for the Bourne Charity 

Town Hall
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School during the 18th Century but ceased 

this function in Victorian times and became 

the first home of Berkhamsted School for 

Girls which subsequently transferred to 

new buildings in Kings Road in 1902.

Other old buildings in the town are The 

Court House built in Elizabethan times but 

much altered since and The Town Hall and 

Market House from 1860 which replaced a 

half timbered building which burned down 

in 1854. The Civic Centre dates from 1938.

The town expanded rapidly during the 19th 

Century with the coming of the railway. 

Berkhamsted Station opened in 1837 as 

part of The London and Birmingham 

Company which became the first inter-city 

line into London. The original station in 

Castle Street was replaced by the present 

one in 1875.

Since the end of World War II, the town 

has again expanded with many of the large 

old houses, standing in their own grounds, 

demolished to make way for new housing 

developments. Despite this, Berkhamsted 

has managed to retain much of its old world 

charm. Its high street, once part of Akeman 

Street, still forms a distinctive part of the 

town with surrounding countryside in the 

Chiltern Hills providing some beautiful 

walks for the more adventurous.

Those of you wishing to make the trip to 

investigate what Berkhamsted has to offer 

wont be disappointed. 

school in south Devon that was run by a 

chef that dad trained when he was 16 and 

another of the chef tutors was dad’s first 

apprentice in Crockers. I actually would 

“help” him in the kitchen when I was 6 and 

he was 16. They taught me a huge amount 

and quickly pushed me into the big world 

of restaurants. This then lead to moving 

to London to work for Marcus Wareing 

and later on Heston Blumenthal. I then 

moved out to Berkhamsted to start my 

business and now I’m a few weeks away 

from opening my own private dining room 

in Potten End. I’ll be using my experience 

from working in 2 star kitchens to bring 

modern, seasonal food cooked to a high 

standard to the Berkhamsted area. One 

thing I love is using local seasonal produce 

and we will always do so when possible. 

We will run two set menus, one 3 courses 

aimed at lunches and the occasional evening 

and then a 7 course tasting menu with 

optional matched wines. When booking 

with us customers can either book a seat 

at the chef’s table and dine with other like 

minded foodies around our U shaped 10 

seat table. Alternatively they can book the 

whole table for private dining. This also 

comes with the option of a custom menu.”

A most interesting town steeped in history 

which I hope I’ve conveyed in some small 

measure. Go there, if you have the chance, 

and see if you agree.

If trying a new brew is your 

thing you might like to pop 

into The Rising Sun Pub, 

known locally as “The Riser”, 

this traditional English pub 

is perfectly positioned on the 

Grand Union Canal and holds 

an assortment of the finest 

contemporary local brews 

amongst its offerings. 

For those of you looking for a 

lunchtime treat with a London 

vibe, Porters Restaurant will deliver. 

Porters moved from Covent Garden to 

Berkhamsted last year and is a stylish 

addition to the High Street. 

Private fine dining in Berkhamsted has 

a new and exciting restaurant in the shape 

of Crockers Chef’s Table. At the time of 

writing this the restaurant is yet to open 

so we were delighted to get some inside 

information from Luke Garnsworthy, Chef 

and Director, on why he has embarked on 

this and what we can expect, “I started 

developing a love for food and cooking 

when I was about 6 years old. I would 

spend my weekends and holidays in the 

kitchen at my dad’s restaurant. He had a 

hugely popular grill style place in Exeter, 

Devon called Crockers. I went onto other 

things after school but eventually came back 

to cooking when I was in my early 20s. 

I actually got a job working at a cookery 

The Grand Union Canal

Berkhamsted School





Matrimonial Finances 
What will the court consider when dividing the assets/income

Separating after a marriage is arguably one 

of the most stressful and challenging life 

events any of us might go through. Our 

immediate thoughts turn to the well-being of 

the children, how will they cope, how will I 

manage – emotionally and financially.

When considering the family finances, 

many couples try and agree a split of assets 

and an arrangement for maintenance that 

works for them, occasionally with the help of 

mediation or some other form of dispute res-

olution. However, there are occasions 

where a negotiated agreement cannot 

be reached, often because the needs 

of the parties cannot be readily met by 

their available resources. In such cir-

cumstances, one party will often apply 

to the court for “financial remedy”, in 

order to ask a judge to assist them in 

finding a solution. It is estimated that 

this happens in about one third of all 

divorce cases.

One of the first steps the court will 

demand of parties seeking this financial rem-

edy, is to undergo a process of disclosure, setting 

out their finances (to include their income, 

pensions, debts, capital assets) to be exchanged 

with their former partner. This “cards on the 

table” process is designed to enable both parties 

to ensure they are familiar with the landscape 

of the family finances, thus enabling them 

to make more informed decisions about any 

future settlement that is reached. 

If after disclosure settlement is not forthcom-

ing, the courts will ask the parties to attend a 

Financial Dispute Resolution (FDR) hearing. 

Crucially, this hearing is designed to facilitate 

the parties reaching their own negotiated settle-

ment with judicial guidance. The sitting judge 

will consider any offers made between the par-

ties, together with the factors set out in section 

25(2) of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. 

This statute provides the courts with discre-

tionary powers to make financial orders for the 

benefit of the parties to a divorce. 

When making any such order, the court is 

obliged to consider all the circumstances of the 

case, placing the welfare of any children at the 

forefront of their thinking. However, as all fam-

ilies are different, there is no standard formula 

for calculating the appropriate provision in 

financial proceedings associated with divorce. 

The courts will always seek to adopt a two stage 

process: firstly, determining the resources avail-

able and secondly, distributing them on a fair 

and reasonable basis. 

Whilst the calculation naturally follows from 

the disclosure process, the distribution of the 

assets factors in the needs of the parties, the 

sharing of the fruits of the martial partnership 

and compensating for any relationship gener-

ated disadvantage.

To fully assess this distribution, the courts 

consider:

a) the financial resources of each of the parties 

to the marriage has or is likely to have in the 

foreseeable future 

b) the financial needs, obligations and responsi-

bilities which each of the parties to the marriage 

has or is likely to have in the foreseeable future

c) the standard of living enjoyed by the family 

during the marriage

d) the age of each party to the marriage and the 

duration of the marriage

e) any physical or mental disability of either of 

the parties 

f) the contributions which each of the parties 

has made or is likely to make to the welfare of 

the family, including any contribution by looking 

after the home or caring for the family; 

g) the conduct of each of the parties 

h) the value to each of the parties to the mar-

riage of any benefit that a party will lose the 

chance of acquiring.

In addition to the factors and consid-

erations above, the court is also actively 

seeking to find a solution that provides 

a “clean break” to the parties, enabling 

them to move on after the separation 

and plan their future finances with 

some certainty.

After the conclusion of the FDR hear-

ing, approximately 90% of couples will 

have negotiated their own financial set-

tlement with the assistance of the court 

and their legal team. Those that have not been 

able to will be ordered to attend a final hearing, 

where a court will deliver its order for settle-

ment, using the same factors considered above. 

The entire litigation process can frequently 

take anywhere from 12-18 months to be con-

cluded and can place extraordinary strain and 

pressure on people going through a hugely trau-

matic time in their lives. It is for this reason, 

that a solicitor that understands these pressures 

and how they are affecting you, treating your 

case as an individual and providing you with 

tailored legal advice, can be worth their weight 

in gold. 

Written by Phil Hunter of Hunter & Uro Solicitors

T: 01234 889777  

E: info@hunteranduro.co.uk

www.hunteranduro.co.uk
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SABRINA - 1954
This is a delightful romantic comedy directed by the great Billy Wilder and showcases the talents of 

not only a young Audrey Hepburn but also the handsome William Holden and the rugged Humphrey 
Bogart who was acting against type. Hepburn plays the Sabrina of  the title, the daughter of  the 
chauffeur to two millionaire brothers, David Larrabee (William Holden) and Linus (Humphrey Bogart).

Arriving from a spell in Paris, Sabrina who has hitherto gone unnoticed in the Larrabee 
household, returns a beautiful and sophisticated young woman. David, although initially not 
noticing Sabrina soon finds himself  attracted to her, putting at risk his impending marriage to 

the very rich Elizabeth Tyson (Martha Hyer). Linus was planning on a merger of  Elizabeth’s 
father's business and the Larrabee Corporation and reminds David of  his responsibility 

to his family. However, David is besotted with Sabrina, which prompts Linus 
to woo her himself, thus ending the relationship. His plan works, and 

although not realising it at first, starts to fall in love with her himself. 
Feeling guilty at his dishonesty he elects to tell Sabrina the truth. 
You’ll have to watch the film to discover how the relationship 

between the three of  them works out, it may surprise you!
Although all the actors put in credible performances it is worth watching to see 

Bogart in a softer more likeable role than usual and the very fashionable clothes worn 
by Audrey Hepburn, beginning a career long association with French designer 

Givenchy. The film interestingly enough won one Oscar, not for any actor, 
but best costumes in a motion picture (Edith Head), despite the 

uncredited contribution to their design by Givenchy.

ROMAN HOLIDAY - 1953
The film that announced 

the arrival of  a 
new star in 

Three Must See 

Audrey 
Hepburn 

Films
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the movie firmament and won her an Oscar 
for best actress to boot. Directed by William 
Wyler and co-starring Gregory Peck.

Hepburn plays a princess of  a fictitious 
foreign monarchy on a goodwill trip around 
Europe. Arriving in Rome she is anxious to 
escape her restrictive lifestyle and yearns to 
see how ordinary people live. She is given 
a sedative to keep her calm but manages 
to escape the palace into the streets of  the 
capital. As the drug takes effect she falls 
asleep on a bench where she is discovered 
by an American journalist, Joe Bradley 
(Gregory Peck). Thinking she is drunk he 
takes her back to his small flat for her own 
safety, not realising that she is the VIP he 
has been assigned to write an article on.

When Joe discovers her true identity 
he realises he has an opportunity to get 
a great story without her knowledge. He 
enlists the help of  a photographer friend 
(Eddie Albert) to take secret photos of  the 
princess as the three of  them embark on 

a mad cap journey around Rome getting 
involved in some very funny situations.

As the day goes by, Joe and the princess 
find themselves falling for each other, 
creating an emotional dilemma for 
her. Can she reject her destiny to be a 
royal princess or will love overcome all?

The film is beautifully shot on location and 
shows the eternal city in all its glory. A warm 
feel good picture for people of  all ages.

THE NUNS STORY - 1959 
A film in complete contrast to the 

usual light hearted roles associated 
with Audrey Hepburn. It gave her the 
chance to show that she had a far greater 
range and depth to her acting than 
many thought possible, and resulted in 
her being nominated for best actress.

The film is based on the 1956 novel 
of  the film’s title, about a Belgian nurse 
and nun called Marie Louise Harbets. 
Hepburn plays a fictitious character 

called Sister Luke who enters a convent 
of  nursing sisters in the 1920’s, hoping 
to be sent to the Belgian Congo in Africa.

She has great difficulty in coming to 
terms with her vow of  unquestioning 
obedience to any task given her and often 
finds herself  in conflict with her superiors.

Instead of  Africa she is sent to nurse the 
very disturbed and dangerous patients in a 
mental hospital and is attacked by one and 
narrowly escapes injury. She is eventually 
sent to the Belgian Congo to assist an atheist 
surgeon called Dr Fortunati (Peter Finch). 
Her often strained relationship with the 
doctor and the harsh working conditions 
results in her falling ill with T.B. The 
doctor manages to cure her of  the disease 
and in due course returns to the mother 
convent in Belgium. This isn't the end of 
the story, although when it comes it may 
surprise you. A fine film dealing with an 
unusual subject which is well worth a look.
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